DOWN AT THE CROSSROADS:
A Journey in Music, Story, and Leadership

The history of cities and civilization begins with the truth of The Crossroads.
These intersections of North, South, East, and West became the places where people settled
and built communities. Crossroads bring new beginnings and transformational opportunities.

IN THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA, the Crossroads are a place

WE ARE AT A SIGNIFICANT CROSSROADS NOW—as

of legend, the literal birthplace of American Blues

professionals, companies, and consumers face a new

music—and rock and roll.

definition of what’s “normal.”

The Crossroads demands we define our values, what we’re all about. They challenge us to
come face to face with our fears and worries. They represent a test of faith and an incredible
opportunity to build a new future. And for all of us individually, the Crossroads stand as an icon
for the moments in life where choices are made, and transformations unfold.
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Join hit songwriter and recording artist Steve Azar and Randy
Harrington Ph.D. for a one-of-a-kind performance experience
that embraces the power of music and story to connect the
past to the future we are building together. For Azar, music is
a way to build community and discover how our hearts and
souls lead us on the path. For Harrington, everyday stories
offer important clues to making smart choices about where we

https://www.steveazar.com/

should best use our limited time and resources.

THERE’S NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT
Crossroads is an interactive 90-minute performance experience that combines live original music,
multi-media presentations, profound and funny storytelling, and zero PowerPoint slides. Participants
will work through their own personal “Road Map” and dig into their own sense of intuition and values
to determine what’s right and what’s next. Participants will define:

MY NEW NORMAL

MY STYLE

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE

MY FAMILY, MY TEAM, MY COMMUNITY

MY CROSSROADS

CHOICES AND VOICES
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